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Community Message from the Library Board:

By now, the clichés that have been applied to 2020 have worn deep grooves into our minds. Transition.
Uncertainty. Flatten the curve. Remote learning. Typically, exercises such as this one that require looking
back across a year are prone to gauzy reminiscence. The temptation with 2020 – a year unlike any in my
lifetime - is to launch into some sort of doom audit. Neither of these impulses would capture the good
and important work that the Guelph Public Library (GPL) accomplished in the year of COVID.
At a time when the world’s attention suddenly focused on staying healthy and staying connected, the
people of Guelph discovered – or rediscovered in some cases – how our library system helps people
do both. It is a credit to staff that every new pitfall and every new dictum was met head-on with
professionalism and courtesy. Staff seamlessly overhauled our services for a new socially-distanced
reality. Curbside pickup and online book clubs became the norm. Through the summer when
restrictions eased, we modified our physical spaces and once again welcomed patrons.
And just as had been the case prior to the pandemic, staff continued to prioritize innovation and
experimentation. I am particularly proud of the service that was established to allow people to use
library IT resources to access the provincial court system after it had moved online. When “essential
service” took on new importance, many of us in Guelph came to understand how the Guelph Public
Library allowed us to stay healthy while staying connected.
After three decades of false starts, the Guelph Public Library finally has a plan to move forward with an
elegant new Central Library in the city centre. Diamond Schmitt Architects have designed an iconic
building that will be nothing short of the finest building that Guelph will have seen since they stopped
building stone churches downtown. When a public institution of this calibre is placed on a parcel of land
as rich in potential as the Baker District, it becomes the key that unlocks ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ civic
renewal. This is truly exciting.
The people of Guelph are fortunate to be served by the incredible staff
that make up the Guelph Public Library. I encourage you to come
check us out!
Scott Butler, 2020 Library Board Chair
Steven Kraft, Guelph Public Library CEO
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Opened February 14, 2020
1,746 people used this space
454 3-D printing sessions
375 Glowforge® projects

• Lockdown PPE supplies created:

131 headbands, 103 bottom
pieces, 34 bias tape makers
and hundreds of ear savers

Services Added in
Response to COVID







Virtual Programs
Curbside Services
Grab-and-Go Collections
Book Bundles
Technology to Attend Court Virtually
Virtual Class Visits

Questions
Answered
4,330
New
Members

Library Cardholders

Online Resources
eBooks & eAudiobooks
checked out (+71%)
Number of online resource
retrievals (+37.4%)
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